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1. Introduction
With the rainy season in South Sudan coming to an end in September of 2015, the United Nations (UN)
Country Team and humanitarian actors required information to plan efficient delivery of assistance and
protection to people in need. Due to challenging logistical conditions, it had not been possible to reach this
population during the rainy season. The United Nations Institute for Training and Research – Operational
Satellite Applications Program (UNITAR-UNOSAT) developed a monitoring framework for South Sudan, in
consultation with United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA) and other
organizations working in the country. To support humanitarian assistance planning, UNITAR-UNOSAT
conducted a qualitative analysis using high-resolution satellite imagery over portions of the Unity and Jonglei
states in South Sudan (see Map 1). The analysis identified areas of destruction, looting, internally displaced
persons (IDPs), and visible cattle, a potentially useful indicator of population and wealth distribution in these
areas. Subsequently, UNITAR-UNOSAT performed a quantitative analysis of possible IDP shelters and
estimated the number of potentially damaged structures within the same areas. This report outlines the
methods and results of this analysis.

Map 1. Overview of Analyzed Counties in South Sudan
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2. Methods
UNITAR-UNOSAT analyzed multiple satellite images covering parts of the Unity and Jonglei states to derive
information about areas of destruction, looting, IDPs, and cattle. Within Unity state the counties of Koch,
Mayendit and Leer were almost entirely analyzed, and portions of the Panyijar, Mayom and Rubkona counties
were also examined. Within Jonglei state the counties of Fangak and Ayod were partially analyzed.
The following three main products were developed from the analysis:
 Rapid Assessment (RA): A vector grid product which identifies areas of destruction, looting, IDPs, and
cattle visible in the satellite imagery. Each grid cell is two square kilometers.
 Possible IDP Shelter Analysis: A point-vector dataset that provides the location of each possible IDP
shelter identified within the areas of visible IDPs produced in the RA.
 Possible Damaged Structures Estimation: A vector grid product which identifies an estimated number
of potentially damaged structures within the areas of visible damage produced in the RA.
UNITAR-UNOSAT primarily reviewed multiple high-resolution satellite images from different sensors acquired
between July and August 2015, as summarized in Table 1. Imagery selected for analysis had less than 20%
cloud cover. Approximately 7,650 square kilometers of imagery was reviewed, and roughly 7,250 square
kilometers were analyzed since about 400 square kilometers were obstructed by clouds. A secondary analysis
for some destroyed areas was also conducted using imagery from 9 December 2014 in an attempt to
determine when the destruction may have taken place.
Table 1. Summary of Analyzed Satellite Imagery
Sensor

Date

Resolution

Source

Copyright

GeoEye-1

16 August 2015

50 cm

US Department of State,
Humanitarian Information Unit,
NextView License

DigitalGlobe, Inc.

WorldView-1

16 August 2015

50 cm

US Department of State,
Humanitarian Information Unit,
NextView License

DigitalGlobe, Inc.

50 cm

US Department of State,
Humanitarian Information Unit,
NextView License

DigitalGlobe, Inc.

40 cm

US Department of State,
Humanitarian Information Unit,
NextView License

DigitalGlobe, Inc.

27 August 2015
WorldView-2

16 August 2015
23 July 2015
13 August 2015
12 August 2015

WorldView-3

19 July 2015
18 July 2015

2.1 Rapid Assessment
The Rapid Assessment was performed by creating a vector grid and then examining each cell of the grid
using satellite imagery to determine if indications of destruction, looting, IDPs, or cattle were visible. The size
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of each grid cell was two square kilometers and the on-screen analysis scale was 1:4,000, though analysts
often zoomed in further as needed to clarify the image and verify details.
After an assessment of each grid cell the vector dataset was updated to indicate whether destruction, looting,
IDPs, or cattle were visible. The date of the image analyzed for the grid cell was also encoded in the dataset.
Details of the analysis are provided below in Figure 1.

Areas of Visible Destruction

Areas of Visible Looting

Areas with Visible IDPs

Areas of Visible Cattle

Rapid Assessment Results

Analysis of IDP Shelters

Possible IDP Shelter Analysis

Figure 1. Rapid Assessment and Possible IDP Shelter Analysis

Areas of visible destruction: Grid cells with visible destroyed structures were assessed according to two
categories: 1) Medium destruction; and 2) Devastation. Medium destruction indicates that some structures
within the grid cell were destroyed, while devastation signifies that all or most structures in the grid cell were
destroyed. UNITAR-UNOSAT initially intended to document damage and destruction resulting from violence.
However, it quickly became apparent that while violence was a major cause of destruction, a secondary
source of destruction was due to ablation and erosion resulting from rains, passage of time, and nonmaintenance of structures as residents had abandoned the area. See Figure 2 for an example of destruction.
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Figure 2. Image of visible destruction in Leer County. UNITAR-UNOSAT reviewed such areas for damage and
destruction consisting of structural remains, as well as occasionally visible signs of scorching due to burning.
Copyright: DigitalGlobe, Inc. US Department of State, Humanitarian Information Unit, NextView License.

Areas of visible looting: Grid cells with visible signs of looting were identified based on the presence of large
amounts of white objects in and around villages. These likely consisted of plastic bags, sheeting, and other
items removed from structures, their contents dispersed, and subsequently blown around by the wind. Piles of
such objects were often visible at entrances to homes and warehouses, or adjacent to roadsides as their
contents were loaded into vehicles. Figure 3 illustrates an area affected by looting activity.

Figure 3. Image of visible looting in Mayendit County, indicated by the presence of large amounts of white objects in and
around the adjacent settlement. Copyright: DigitalGlobe, Inc. US Department of State, Humanitarian Information Unit,
NextView License.

Areas with visible IDPs: Grid cells with IDPs were identified by the presence of temporary, ad-hoc, or tentlike shelter structures visible in the imagery. Such IDP shelters were found inside permanent settlements and
adjacent to or near more permanent structures like tukuls. They were also frequently observed as groups of
tent shelters clustered together, either near permanent settlements or in remote areas. See Figure 4 for an
example. Note that significant uncertainty arose during this IDP analysis as many temporary structures in
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settlements may in fact be part of the farm homestead or constructed for some other purpose. In addition, IDP
shelters could have been underestimated in some areas due to visibility obstruction from lush vegetation.
UNITAR-UNOSAT is seeking further feedback on this matter from partners in the field.

Figure 4. Image of possible IDP shelters visible in Koch County indicating the presence of temporary, ad-hoc, or tent-like
shelter structures in and around more permanent structures (tukuls) within villages. Oftentimes IDP shelters were also
grouped together in recognizable IDP settlements. Copyright: DigitalGlobe, Inc. US Department of State, Humanitarian
Information Unit, NextView License.

Areas of visible cattle: Grid cells with visible herds of cattle were identified based on the presence of easily
recognized cows or other livestock standing or walking in groups. See Figure 5 for an example.

Figure 5. Image of cattle in Panyjiar County. The small white objects visible within the image indicate numerous cows.
Copyright: DigitalGlobe, Inc. US Department of State, Humanitarian Information Unit, NextView License.

2.2 Possible IDP Shelter Analysis
Following the Rapid Assessment, UNITAR-UNOSAT conducted a quantitative analysis of grid cells with
visible IDP shelters to identify each individual shelter detected in order to provide overall counts of shelter
numbers and therefore possibly IDPs. IDP shelters were identified individually and in small groups inside
7
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settlements as well as forming clusters near settlements and in remote areas. For the same reasons as
mentioned in the RA for IDPs, uncertainty was quite high for this analysis. Specifically, many temporary
structures in settlements may be part of the farm homestead or constructed for some other purpose. UNITARUNOSAT is seeking further feedback from partners in the field regarding this matter.

2.3 Possible Damaged Structures Estimation
After the Rapid Assessment, UNITAR-UNOSAT also developed a quantitative methodology for grid cells with
visible damage to estimate the number of possibly damaged structures. Evaluation of damaged structures
includes all potentially damaged structures within the analyzed area since the conflict in South Sudan started
in December 2013. An estimation of the number of damaged structures was done using ancillary baseline
data from Open Street Map (OSM), specifically the building footprints, intersected within areas of visible
damage detected by UNITAR-UNOSAT in the RA. A "damage factor" was applied based on the category of
damaged grid cells. For grid cells classified as medium destruction, the damage factor applied was 25%
(assuming that 25% of the total number of building footprints were damaged). The “damage factor” applied to
grid cells categorized as devastated was 75% (assuming that 75% of the total number of building footprints
were damaged). This method is somewhat uncertain due to the varying and unknown completeness of the
OSM footprint data. Also, the selected damage factor is a general criteria applied by UNITAR-UNOSAT since
a quantitative damage assessment has not been performed in this area. It is an average factor set up
according observations made during the RA.

3. Results
UNITAR-UNOSAT analyzed approximately 7,250 square kilometers of territory in Unity state including the
Koch, Mayendit and Leer counties, as well as portions of the Panyijar, Mayom and Rubkona counties. Within
Jonglei state the counties of Fangak and Ayod were also partially analyzed. Table 2 provides a summary of
the area analyzed in each examined county.
Table 2. Summary of the Area Analyzed by County
State

Unity

Jonglei

County

Total Area (sq. km)

Total Area Analyzed (sq. km)

Percentage Area Analyzed (%)

Leer

1,634

1,272

78

Koch

4,416

3,091

70

Panyijiar

5,350

446

8

Mayendit

3,066

1,677

55

Rubkona

3,568

77

2

Mayom

4,263

47

1

Fangak

7,780

266

3

Ayod

13,493

391

3

A total of 3,680 grid cells were analyzed by UNITAR-UNOSAT. Of these, 429 cells presented signs of
destruction, 45 grid cells indicated visible looting, 574 cells indicated visible IDPs, and in 173 cells cattle were
visible. Results for the analysis of visible destruction, looting, IDPs, and cattle are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Summary of Rapid Assessment Results
Grid Cells
Analyzed

Visible
Destruction

Visible
Looting

Visible
IDPs

Visible
Cattle

3,680

429

45

574

173

Areas of visible destruction were observed mainly over Leer county, the northeastern part of Mayendit county,
as well as the eastern and northwestern part of Koch county along the Rubkona county border. Of the 429
grid cells indicating destruction, 316 cells presented medium destruction and 113 were categorized as
devastated. See Map 2 for more information. The secondary analysis using imagery from 9 December 2014
revealed that some of the damage identified occurred after December 2014, though many areas also had
sustained some damage prior to 9 December 2014. Further analysis would be needed to make these results
more specific.
Areas of visible looting were identified within 45 cells primarily over the northeastern part of Mayendit county
and across Leer county, overlapping with areas of visible destruction. Looting was also observed across the
settlements of Thial and Ganylel in Panyjiar county. A total of 3,635 cells did not show indications of looting.
Map 3 illustrates analyzed areas with visible looting.
Areas with visible IDPs were observed inside settlements over the northeastern part of Mayendit county, the
central and northern part of Leer county, and the eastern part of Koch county. Isolated clusters of IDPs were
found in remote areas, especially in the towns of Mer and Thar Nhom in Panyjiar county. A total of 574 cells
indicated the presence of IDPs while 3,106 did not. See Map 4 for more information.
Areas of visible cattle were widespread and particularly numerous in Panyijiar county and across the Thar
Nhom area. Cattle were also observed scattered over parts of the Mayendit, Leer, Koch, and Rubkona
counties. A total of 173 cells indicated visible cattle while 3,507 did not. Map 5 provides more detailed
information on the placement of cattle.
UNITAR-UNOSAT also tested the correlation of the gridded analysis results to determine whether the
destruction, IDPs, looting, and cattle had strong spatial relationships. These results are presented as a matrix
in Table 4, and indicate that the strongest correlation existed between visible destruction and IDPs (0.5679),
which may indicate that many IDPs are choosing to remain in their towns after destruction. The weakest
relationship existed between destruction and visible cattle (0.04586), indicating that most cattle are now found
away from areas that were destroyed, and likewise away from most IDP areas.
Table 4. Correlation Matrix of Rapid Assessment Results
Destruction

IDPs

Looting

Cattle

1

0.5679

0.19174

0.04586

IDPs

0.5679

1

0.21599

0.27123

Looting

0.19174

0.21599

1

0.06503

Cattle

0.04586

0.27123

0.06503

1

Destruction

UNITAR-UNOSAT also carried out a quantitative analysis over grid cells where IDPs were detected in the RA.
The total number of possible IDP shelters found over the areas reviewed was approximately 7,900. As stated
earlier, these results have higher uncertainty due to difficulties in confidently identifying shelters within
settlements and elsewhere. The distribution of the total number of possible IDP shelters over the different
counties is presented in Table 5.
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Table 5. Possible IDP Shelter Analysis Results by County

State

Unity

Jonglei

County

Estimated Number of IDPs

Leer

2,837

Koch

1,786

Panyijiar

1,586

Mayendit

1,228

Rubkona

423

Mayom

28

Fangak

0

Ayod

14

UNITAR-UNOSAT developed a quantitative methodology for grid cells where damage was visible in the RA
as well. The distribution of the number of possibly damaged structures in the different counties is presented in
Table 6. As aforementioned, these results have high uncertainty due to the unclear completeness of the OSM
baseline data. Also, the selected damage factor is a general criteria applied by UNITAR-UNOSAT because a
quantitative damage assessment has not been performed in this area. It is an average factor set up according
observations made during the Rapid Assessment.
Table 6. Possible Damaged Structures Estimation by County

State

Unity

Jonglei

County

Number of Footprints in
Area Analyzed (OSM)

Number of Estimated
Damaged Structures in Area
Analyzed

Percentage of Estimated
Damaged Structures in Area
Analyzed

Leer

7,300

2,860

39

Koch

9,295

3,176

34

Panyijiar

166

0

0

Mayendit

9,178

3,352

37

Rubkona

693

230

33

Mayom

143

34

24

Fangak

0

0

0

Ayod

0

0

0

These results were presented by UNITAR-UNOSAT in an online map as they were completed in September
and October 2015. Due to the wide area covered by the conflict and the complexity of the emergency in South
Sudan, the online map is the best tool to provide access to such assessments for many users of the
information. UNITAR-UNOSAT also made available the different datasets in GIS-ready shapefile and
geodatabase format.
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4. Conclusion
UNITAR-UNOSAT conducted the Rapid Assessment for areas in the Unity and Jonglei states in order to
inform humanitarian response as the 2015 rainy season came to an end. The RA reviewed approximately
7,250 square kilometers of satellite imagery collected in July and August 2015. Areas of destruction, looting,
cattle, and possible IDPs were identified. Grids were produced indicating the specific locations of these
features and subsequently developed into an online map, GIS-ready vector data, as well as this report for
dissemination. Correlation of the gridded Rapid Assessment results was also done.
As a result of the analysis wide areas of destruction, many locations of probable looting, visible cattle herds,
and possible IDPs were successfully mapped. The strongest correlation existed between visible destruction
and IDPs, indicating that many IDPs are choosing to remain in their towns following destruction. The weakest
spatial relationship existed between destruction and visible cattle, indicating that most cattle are now found
away from destroyed areas, and likewise away from most IDP areas. Some destroyed areas detected in the
imagery from July and August 2015 were also reviewed using imagery from December 2014 in an attempt to
determine when the majority of damage had occurred. All derived results from the RA have a relatively high
confidence for satellite imagery analysis. Nonetheless, the IDP analysis has greater levels of uncertainty given
the difficulties of confidently identifying IDP shelters mixed with existing structures in settlements, and the
possibility that shelters are hidden in areas of dense vegetation. The results for estimated damaged structures
also have higher levels of uncertainty given the possible incompleteness of baseline data used and the
damage factor applied to the different grid cells. UNITAR-UNOSAT is seeking feedback from partners in these
fields regarding such aspects of the analysis. It will continue this work on South Sudan and is ready to provide
further analysis if requested by partners.
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